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the modustoolbox tools package includes a suite of standalone tools and configurators that enhance the development of embedded products. these tools enable the creation and management of the application project and support the initialization and configuration from device or board level to middleware libraries and software stacks.
specific details regarding the specific tools and configurators can be found in the next section or by accessing the respective user manuals. applications such as 3d printers and robot assembly have a large footprint to take on a project and the most important factor in getting the project to market is a robust development tool that can

be easily used, configured, and expanded upon. the modustoolbox bluetooth tool enables a bluetooth serial device to connect to a pc, then it translates the control commands received over the serial port into a bluetooth stack. in addition, the tool provides a simple serial connection from the pc to the device, which is useful for
debugging. this tool detects the infineon target platform and creates the required environment for the development process. this includes creating the required directories and a symbolic link to the infineon sdk. modustoolbox software training contains a set of modular, in-depth classes that include comprehensive hands-on exercises.

these classes offer different levels so that you can learn about a topic quickly and build upon your knowledge as your needs evolve. currently available classes include level 1 getting started, level 2 psoc mcus, and level 3 bluetooth. check back often because we will add more classes over time, such as wi-fi, machine learning, and motor
control. 5ec8ef588b
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